TO THE AMERICAN EAGLE
If you must have a skyscraper—he is a flyer. You will see his symbol on
the back of most of our coins. And he is a square American. I sent him the
following telegram: 'We knew you could fly straight, but now when
everywhere is equivocation and cowardice you not only think straight but
you dare speak straight*' You know whom I mean. And this goes for his
brave little wife.
Honour, too, to the true American who put him into the service of his
country for better or for worse. A staunch man, Henry Ford,
And the Usonian hat is off to John Haynes Holmes, a courageous hero
fit for a sky pilot for the American Eagle.
ON TAKING EFFECTS FOR CAUSES
For forty-five years I have seen, intimately, the origin and growth of
the movement in Architecture in which the work I have done myself has
been a major factor. And now that I am principal witness to its inception
and subsequent development (the inception and development of that
movement which is now called Modern architecture for lack of a better
name), I am still seeing History made, able to compare the making as seen
by our very best critics with facts with which I am myself familiar. What
I have seen makes me more than ever suspicious of the critical Historian.
And this applies to any Historian of himself. Yes, I am suspicious of my-
self sometimes. Three Scotch highballs would call for suspicion.
I have seen the original work spread world-wide as an original impulse,
take general form on the surface of the globe, and increase both here at
home and abroad, but take superficial general form only—a superficial
resemblance.
I have contributed to it new forms, again and again—hundreds—only
to see them exploited, put forward wrong end to, and if not exactly upside
down—then certainly inside out. I have seen since 1910 (I then for the
first time visited Europe) the European reaction to this work I have myself
done and I know full well its contemporary effects on other architects at
home and especially abroad, I have seen the direct and creditable obvious
implications of my work often credited to others as their own original idea
or impulse, although I have never seen the obvious implications of the
work of others credited to me—that were creditable to me.
I have seen the critical view of what were mere effects persistently
often wilfully, mistaken for causes. And vice versa. So equivocal and con*
fusing, so far astern were they in their necessarily posterior view of the
situation so far as origins are concerned that I usually read critical reviews
of my own work in relation to the work of my contemporaries with grim
amusement and appropriate profanity* Since I cannot read them back-
ward. Reviews are so far out of focus and (designedly or not) so badly out
of drawing as to put effects forward as causes and set causes back into tht
category of mere effects.
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